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Howick (2011a)

EBM





“It is difficult to 
understand exactly 
how our bodies and 

minds work.
They have many 

parts that do many 
different things.”



EBM+

Clarke et al. (2014)Evidence of correlation

Evidence of mechanisms



What could possibly go wrong?

Evidence of mechanisms?Mechanistic reasoning?

Mechanisms misbehaving??



Main Objective: 
Say some useful things (for the EBM+ 

project).

Main Contention: 
To evaluate the ‘quality’ of mechanistic 

predictions (and other mechanistic inferences), 
we must assess the evidence for our mechanistic 

model and our model’s correctness, 
completeness and abstractness.



Guiding Questions: 
What concepts do we need?

Why do mechanistic predictions misfire?

What should we assess in order to evaluate 
the quality of mechanistic predictions?
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Mechanistic model

Bechtel & Abrahamson (2005)



Howick (2011b)

Mechanistic model



Mechanistic model



Reasoning through a mechanistic model

cf. ‘mechanistic reasoning’ (Howick 2011a,b)



Model of an Intervention Mechanism

Model of an Intervention on a Mechanism

X: intervention



Mechanistic Prediction

Given X, predict that X will cause O.

Given E and X, predict that X will prevent O.



Properties of mechanistic models: 
correctness

Green: correct
Red: incorrect



Properties of mechanistic models: 
completeness

Black box: incompleteness



Properties of mechanistic models: 
abstractness

(A represents W/Z)



Guiding Questions: 
What concepts do we need?

Why do mechanistic predictions misfire?

What should we assess in order to evaluate 
the quality of mechanistic predictions?



Whose to blame for a wrong prediction?

Our mechanistic model?Our mechanistic reasoning?

The mechanism?



Howick (2011a) – ‘problems with mechanistic 
reasoning’: unknown mechanisms, complex and 
stochastic mechanisms.

Clarke et al. (2014) – ‘limitations of evidence of 
mechanisms’: the Masking Problem, the 
Complexity Problem.



The reasoning is ‘valid’. But is it sound?

Given X, predict that X will cause O.

Given E and X, predict that X will prevent O.



Three ways that mechanistic models can 
mislead: incorrect, incomplete, too 

much/too little abstraction.



Howick (2011a)

Incorrect?



Incorrect?

X: antiarrhythmic drug
Y: stabilized heart rhythm
O: survival



Incomplete

X: antiarrhythmic drug
Y: stabilized heart rhythm
O: survival



Incomplete

X: antiarrhythmic drug
Y: stabilized heart rhythm
O: survival
H: helping factors



Incorrect or incomplete but might still be 
good for predicting



Howick (2011a) – ‘problems with mechanistic 
reasoning’: unknown mechanisms, complex and 
stochastic mechanisms.

Clarke et al. (2014) – ‘limitations of evidence of 
mechanisms’: the Masking Problem, the 
Complexity Problem.

Problems with incomplete mechanistic 
models?



Probabilistic and Quantitative 
Mechanistic Modeling

Glucose: (dY/dt ) = (G − F3(X, Y) - F4(X, Y))/V
That is, the change in extracellular glucose concentration with respect to time
equals the rate of glucose injection minus the rate of liver accumulation of glucose minus 
the rate of tissue utilization of glucose, all divided by the volume of extracellular fluid.

Bolie Model of Insulin-Glucose 
Regulation (Thompson 2011)

Causal Bayes nets 
interventions (Steel 2008)



Too Much Abstraction?

Howick (2011b)



educating mothers produces 
childhood nutrition

Not Enough Abstraction? 

vs.
educating food buyers and 

providers produces childhood 
nutrition

Cartwright (2012)



Guiding Questions: 
What concepts do we need?

Why do mechanistic predictions misfire?

What should we assess in order to evaluate 
the quality of mechanistic predictions?



Is the mechanistic model incorrect, 
incomplete, very abstract/not very abstract 

in ways that matter for the mechanistic 
prediction?

1. Our Mechanistic Model



Will our mechanistic prediction misfire?

vs.



Evidence tells us whether the model is 
incorrect, incomplete, or very abstract in 

the first place.

2. Our Evidence for the Mechanistic Model

cf. “evidence of the details of a specific
mechanism” (Clarke et al. 2014).



Main Contention: 
To evaluate the ‘quality’ of mechanistic 

predictions (and other mechanistic inferences), 
we must assess the evidence for our mechanistic 

model and our model’s correctness, 
completeness and abstractness.

Evidence for mechanistic model

Mechanistic model
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